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NEW QUESTION: 1
Refer to the exhibit.
Which two statements about this firewall output are true?
(Choose two.)
A. The output is from a debug all command.
B. The output is from a packet tracer debug.
C. All packets are allowed to 192.168.1.0 255.255.0.0.
D. All packets are denied.
E. All packets are allowed to 192.168.1.0 255.255.255.0.
Answer: B,E

NEW QUESTION: 2
Terminal security access technology does not include which of
vthe following options?
A. Safety certification
B. System Management
C. Authentication
D. Admission control
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
A security analyst receives a SIEM alert that someone logged in
to the appadmin test account, which is only used for the early
detection of attacks. The security analyst then reviews the
following application log:
Which of the following can the security analyst conclude?
A. An injection attack is being conducted against a user
authentication system.
B. A replay attack is being conducted against the application.
C. A service account password may have been changed, resulting
in continuous failed logins within the application.
D. A credentialed vulnerability scanner attack is testing
several CVEs against the application.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
Given the SAS data set WORK.ORDERS:
The variable order_id is numeric; customer is character; and
shipped is numeric, contains a SAS date value, and is shown
with the DATE9. format. A programmer would like to create a new
variable, ship_note, that shows a character value with the
order_id, shipped date, and customer name. For example, given
the first observation ship_note would have the value "Order
9341 shipped on 02FEB2009 to Josh Martin".
Which of the following statement will correctly create the
value and assign it to ship_note?
A. ship_note=catx(' ','Order',order_id,'shipped
on',transwrd(shipped,date9.),'to',customer);
B. ship_note=catx(' ','Order',order_id,'shipped
on',char(shipped,date9.),'to',customer);
C. ship_note=catx(' ','Order',order_id,'shipped
on',input(shipped,date9.),'to',customer);
D. ship_note=catx(' ','Order',order_id,'shipped
on',put(shipped,date9.),'to',customer);
Answer: D
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